ICONERENCE-2013

- Participants
- Venues
- Programs
- UNT Libraries Roles
- Reflections
Faculty members
  • Tenured, Untenured, Lecturers

Students
  • Ph.D., Masters, Undergraduate

Information professionals
  • Practitioners

Other
  • Government Employees
  • International Organizations
  • Corporate etc.
ICONFERENCE-2013-FORTWORTH

- 2012 Toronto
- 2011 Seattle
- 2010 Illinois
- 2009 UNC
- 2008 UCLA
- 2006 Michigan
- 2005 Penn State

- 2014 in Berlin
ICONFERENCE-13-PROGRAMS

- Sessions/events/activities/experiences that were Important, Useful and perhaps memorable
  - Balance between program, networking and social time
    - 3 plenary sessions
    - Receptions and Luncheons
  - Opportunities to sightsee in Fort Worth
    - The Now and Then augmented reality game
    - Billy Bob’s and Line dancing

Keynotes
Papers
Notes
Posters
Workshops
Alternative Events
Research Paper
Development Roundtable
Doctoral Colloquium
Early Career Colloquium
Social Media Expo
ICONFERENCE-13-UNT’S ROLE

UNT Supported:
• President V. Lane Rawlins, Keynote Speaker
• Several participants and contributors in different ways

UNT COI hosted:
• Dr. William Moen, Conference Chair
• Dean Herman Totten, Honorary Conference Co-Chairs
• So many faculty, staff and student members contributed in a variety of ways: as program committee, reviewer, editor, presenter, volunteer, etc.

UNT Libraries Sponsored and Actively Participated:
• Dean Martin Halbert, Program Co-Chairs
• Our Library sponsored Award Luncheon
• Many of us served as reviewers, panels/papers chairs, and presenters
UNCT LIBRARIES’ CONTRIBUTIONS

UNT Libraries’ presentations:

- The problem of data: iSchools and the new data professional
- New models for supporting digital scholarship: UNT’s DiSCo
- Open access publishing fees: Responses, strategies and emerging best practices
- Digital curation tools: Metadata enhancement with Selenium IDE
- Enhancing content visibility in institutional repositories: Overview of factors that affect digital resources discoverability
- The lifecycle management of ETDs Project: Multi stakeholders national partnership

The official proceedings are now available in the Illinois Digital Environment for Access to Learning and Scholarship (IDEALS):

- ideals.illinois.edu/handle/2142/34699
- Also available in formats for e-readers, tablets, and other mobile devices friendly version: ideals.illinois.edu/handle/2142/42563


**ICONERENCE-13-REFLECTIONS**

- Showcases our university
  - Educational and Networking benefits
  - Opportunity to shape sessions, invite speakers, etc.

- Good for DFW area
  - Economic Benefits
  - Community and Tourism Benefits
    - Could DFW host the 2024 Olympic? Why not!

- Other points
  - Possible overlap with other conferences
ICONERENCE-14-BERLIN

Questions and Comments?